Mission:
At Dogra Technologies, our goal is to inspire our employees and partners to do best work of their
lives, by building/testing essential applications for a wide range of industries. We continually
refine and test our approach to creating software, and invest in ideas and teams that we believe in
and can serve effectively.
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Dogra Technologies: Mobile Technology Portfolio
Dogra Technologies is a reputable IT organization and a top-notch mobile app development
company offering mobile application development services for iPhone, iPad, Android and
Windows along with many social media and web platforms.
We are dedicated to provide development services at its best and proud to have a huge base of
offshore client along with some of the top domestic brands.
Since it's inception, Dogra Technologies has earned a preeminent name among the top leaders of
mobile application development services, creating robust footprints on the global market to
deliver dynamic custom-made application development, designing and deployment services. We
are engaged in rendering high-tech mobile and web app solutions straight from the scratch
comprising of app architecture, development, deployment and maintenance for absolute business
solution.

Benefits of Our Approach:
With the meticulous attention to detail coupled with extensive technical proficiency and ability
to think outside the box guarantees your business the mobile application it seeks. Here are some
of the reasons you should think of us:







Using modernized technology, we strive to provide customized mobile app development
services that fit your requirements to a tee.
Extensive testing ensures that your apps are easy to use and completely secure.
Face/Object Recognition Applications
We provide end to end services; it doesn’t matter where you are along the line as it
pertains to your app development requirements, we provide the necessary support.
Our experienced team of developers work on individual projects and thus, you can be rest
assured that your app gets the attention it deserves.
Whether it’s Android, iOS or Windows Mobile, the technological expertise at Dogra
Technologies promises unique and customisable mobile app solutions across platforms.
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When it comes to mobile app development services in India, Dogra Technologies has a track
record that speaks for itself. We have developed applications right across the board and have
experience working in a myriad of categories. Some of the segments we have worked in include:
• Enterprise Apps

• Augmented Reality Apps

• Face/Object Recognition Apps

• Social Media Apps

• Healthcare Apps

• Mobile-Commerce Apps

• E Books

• Tracking Apps

• GPS Based Apps

• Camera/Photo Apps

• Location Based Apps

• Education Apps

• Banking Apps

• Retail POS Apps

• Field Force Management Apps

• CRM Apps

Our Expertise:
Dogra Technologies offers one-stop app development solutions that encompass various strategies
& plans which are specifically refined for establishing our clients’ businesses on the worldwide
platforms.
 Wireframing:
Wireframes are like blueprints of app’s layout as it is imperative for relating your ideas
and concepts precisely. We chalk out initial sketches using our creative skills & modify
them repeatedly for further development. Our enthusiastic developers initiate every
project to predefine the structure of app through wireframes.
 Clickable Prototypes:
After product ideation process, we tend to construct a fully-functional prototype of an app
before stepping in the development phase. We design app’s prototype and welcome the
feedback from our clients and the prominent app users. As soon as we get reviews
regarding app’s functionalities, we start modifying & enhancing them accordingly.
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 Graphics Mockups:
Along with product prototyping, we build graphic modules to mock up the app’s design
and display it to the client. Considering the client’s satisfaction as our priority, we create
static & dynamic mockups of an app and present it to the clients so that they can ask for
minor changes & graphic enhancements.
 Proof of concepts:
We strategize thoroughly in order to come up with interesting & useful app that adds
value to your business objectives. Our development team assembles the functionalities &
features of app in order to analyze if it is feasible and profitable for business or not.
 Seamless Design Communication:
We render the exciting user interface to the app that is favorable for building interactive
environment for the users and keeping them engaged. The app’s design is specifically
framed with accurate coding and enhanced interface design that delivers amazing user
experience with seamless design communication.
 Striking UX:
Our developers make use of the latest technology for developing an inventive app which
are integrated with interesting features & engaging functionalities. We make use of
enhanced user interface devised with captivating graphics and put creative visual
elements for developing it.

Design:
At Dogra Technologies, we put design ahead of development. There are several mobile app firms
that boast of appealing design and great development, but a few can actually deliver. We have
always been the first choice of many well-established and emerging brands for its impeccably
designed mobile apps for a plethora of platforms.
A breathtaking UI culminates into a smooth and refreshing user experience. With a clutter of
apps in the app stores, it is the UX provided by your app that really matters. A user will continue
to use a mobile app only when he is able to derive maximum pleasure and utility from the app.
Over these years, we have been able to cater scores of clients from all around the world. You can
have a look at some of our tasks and assess our expertise and professional competence.
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Few Samples of our elegance in design:
1. MUIS Live: An administration app on your tablet and smartphone for businesses and
accountants.

2. Freeddo: Coffee dates have never been more fun and easy! A new modern way to find
and meet new people over a cup of coffee.
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3. KAEduNext: A conference management application developed for KA Education.

Our Mobile Technology Stack:
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Service Offerings at Dogra Technologies:

 iOS App Development:
We render out of the box iOS development services integrated with impressive layout,
stunning features, and enticing appearance that are customized and launched first in the
mobile market.
our iOS development team is known to design and develop impeccable iPhone apps,
unsurpassed in skill, talent, quality, and especially usability. With a comprehensive iPhone
app development portfolio under our belt, we have grown continuously and consistently over
the years, deploying multiple iOS apps for varied industries and domains.
Our team of iPhone app developers is known for their top-notch skills, immaculate creativity,
strong initiative and relevant expertise that results in great iPhone apps that are customized
for a huge audience base.
Dogra Technologies has attained an eminent position in this realm of rendering exclusive
apps compatible to iPhone and iPad devices. We have veteran workforce to swiftly turn the
great ideas of clients into apps precisely.
Our developers asses every prospect of application in order to plan effective strategy that
leads them to code and deliver the business-centric applications that can fulfill the demand of
todays’ customers seamlessly.

 Android App Development:
Android, a prominent platform, comprises a well-noted existence with plenty of indemand features. At Dogra Technologies, we are expert in developing custom mobile apps
for all platforms of Android to the new Windows mobile platform. We have well trained
workforce of developers and designers who works together for custom Android app
development.
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Our Android expert team is always aware with latest changes in Android app platform.
We use state-of-the-art technology and proven strategy to program as well as deliver the
highly-interactive and feature-rich application that can stand up to expectation of our
esteemed clients.
All our developers are well-versed with different Android development frameworks and
technologies such as Android SDK, Java, Native development tools, XML, and other
platforms.
Our leading experts enable to create any Android app imaginable, state of the art design and
have deep knowledge of creation techniques. Our designer experts are all highly adept with
the Android SDK and they can create apps for both older and new Android versions.
Years of expertise, knowledge and skilled manpower helps us to bring your customized app
as per your requirement. If you have an option, just share with us and we will mount it and
develop an app as per your requisite. Wider working scope in preceding years we have
worked assiduously towards our client’s proposals and has been successful in the provision
of high end excellence products.

 Hybrid App Development:
Widen your reach of maximum customers across platforms using hybrid apps that elevate
speed and serve cross-platform support. These are basically native apps embedded with
multiple browser components that leverage on native & web technologies.
Dogra Technologies has a focused cross platform mobile development team that works on
creating cross platform solutions on different verticals. We join hands with the companies or
the clients throughout their mobility journey to help them maximize the potential of their
cross mobile platform’s capabilities.
Hybrid apps are part-HTML5 web apps and part-native apps. Like native apps, hybrid apps
can be downloaded from app stores and can take advantage of many device features such as
access to the camera, address book, accelerometer, app store wallets, etc. And like web apps,
hybrid apps are built using HTML5 for some or most of its components. We deliver crossplatform applications through PhoneGap, Sencha Touch and Application Craft development
frameworks.
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 Native App Development:
Native mobile applications are the applications which are compiled, installed and
executed on mobile devices natively. Native application are developed using code mobile
framework provided by the proprietary company. For many enterprise mobile application
development needs native application development because of it’s benefit over other
frameworks like performance, user experience, scalability and reliability.

Native apps are applications built entirely using platform specific code, which is, iOS
SDK for iPhone, Android SDK for Android, .NET for Windows, etc. These applications
can be discovered and downloaded from app stores.
We can help you deploy mobile applications using code framework like Objective-C in
iOS and JAVA/Android SDK in Android. Native apps are specific to a given mobile
platform (iOS or Android) using the development tools and language that the respective
platform supports (e.g., Xcode and Objective-C with iOS, Eclipse and Java with
Android). Native apps look and perform the best.
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 Wearable App Development:
Wearable technology is the biggest breakthrough achieved for delivering amusing
user experience through apps & smart devices.
Dogra Technologies is a comprehensive mobile app development company that is also
adept in developing apps for wearable devices. With the increase in wearable technologybased gadgets, the company is geared to present powerful apps that suit the trendiest
wearables in the market.
Having excellence in developing advanced & innovative apps for wearables, Dogra
Technologies is also renowned for providing top-class app development solutions which
are specifically made for multitasking and quick accessibility. We deploy interesting
concepts and ideas in order to come up with engaging apps which offer stunning userexperience with customized features & functionalities.
Our adept developers & designers incorporate all their efforts for framing a secure and
inventive user interface for the wearable app. We have integrated our mobile app
development expertise for developing innovative and secured wearable applications that
demonstrate avant-garde experience. We have developed wearable apps for Healthcare,
Lifestyle, Sports industries.
The tools and technologies that we are well versed with include:





Apple Watch Kit SDK for developing apps for iOS-based wearable devices
Android Wear SDK for apps related to Android-based wearable devices
iBeacon (BLE)- Bluetooth Low Energy-based functions
IoT expertise for functions related to remote monitoring attributes

The benefits to Clients:
 With complete access to device features, native apps allow for building the richest
possible user experience and for the most optimal performance of your
application.
 Hybrid apps are easier to maintain as there is only one codebase to deal with.
Consequently, hybrid apps are more cost-effective than native apps.
 By integrating strong mobile architecture expertise with good security and user
experience design practices, we provide the blueprint for a strong mobile solution.
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 iPad App Development:
At Dogra Technologies, our extensive experience in building high-performance
iPad applications regardless of versions and complexity involved. Our deep
understanding and expertise of native iPad app development services, will add value to
your business like no one else at a price you can afford.
By using our iPad app developer resources, a client is assured that their organization is in
the process of continual growth by providing visibility to the products and services they
offer.
We have built some of the most downloaded and top-ranking iPad apps at the iTune App
Store for diverse business verticals like Education, Business, Health & Fitness, and
Entertainment.
Our Proposition:








Customer-Centric Engagement Model
Proven Methodologies
Quality Driven Processes
Focus on Innovation
Industry-specific Solutions
Improved Collaboration
Transparency of Deliverables

 IoT App Development:
The Internet of Things(IoT) is taking over everything. Increase your audience size
and decrease spend by deploying IoT into your business. We are the industry leader in
IoT mobile apps development.
With meticulous expertise in IoT development, Dogra Technologies provide optimum
solutions encompassing different internet enabled devices and transforming them into
smart gadgets. We are bestowed with the team of enthusiastic app developers who are
proficient in redefining feasible techniques for creating an app that can connect several
internet friendly devices & gadgets through WiFi, Bluetooth, iBeacon, ZigBee, etc.
We aim to provide the world-class development services and build customized & featurerich apps which are accessible on various automated devices.
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The Dogra Technologies Advantage:

One stop solution provider.
Access to a large and diverse pool of expertise, enabling quick setup.
Leverage experience gained from working with world’s best product companies.
Dedicated software teams with long-term focus, enabling knowledge retention.
Higher utilization and productivity.
Competitive rates with best quality resources.

* Thank You *

Dogra Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Pune, India
www.dogratech.com
of 114218
US: +1 Page
(562)11999
India: +91 (20) 6523 4003
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